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A Guide to Building an EFR System for Your Facilities



This guide is intended to educate facility directors and managers about the 
concept, benefits, and practical applications of Electronic Facility Records (EFR). 
What is EFR? The easiest way to think of it is that it is the digital version, or twin, 
of your building. When you digitize your buildings, there are countless ways you 
can be more productive and smarter with how you manage them.

As the 2020s unfold, facility managers can expect to be overseeing additional building maintenance tasks with the same  
or reduced staff and/or budgets. From pandemic-related cleaning and disinfecting procedures to required building systems 
upgrades, there has never been a time when real-time, accurate facility data could be of greater value.

Currently most districts face a number of significant challenges when it comes to timely access of accurate facilities data. 

These challenges include:
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n   Lack of a single, secure source  
for district building floor plans 
that staff and contractors can 
quickly access.

n   Building system drawings and  
related construction documentation, 
including those related to capital 
project closeouts, are spread 
throughout the district in hard 
copy and electronic formats.

n   Preventative Maintenance  
procedures, that are vital to 
extend the usability of building 
systems, are neither adequately 
documented nor implemented in  
a timely and consistent manner.

n   Important O&M manuals, product 
data sheets, and other building 
systems information is similarly 
inaccessible.

n   Important facilities data resides  
in the heads of long-term staff 
making it susceptible to loss  
due to retirement and attrition.

n   Hard copy drawings stored in  
unsecured storage areas are  
subject to damage and loss.

Electronic facility records are helping the next generation of facility managers become more proactive, knowledgeable,  
efficient with their buildings, assets and people. This guide is intended to help you understand how to go from your current  
state of facility management to the next generation and the benefits you achieve when you do.

INTRODUCTION
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One of the easiest ways to understand 
the concept of EFR is to compare it to 
that of an EMR, or Electronic Medical 
Records. 

Electronic medical records are the electronic version of the 
paper chart that simplifies and automates the data collection 
and organization, as well as care delivery, for a particular  
doctor or medical practice. Only a decade or two ago,  
EMRs were new and not widely adopted. Today, according  
to HealthIT.gov, around 85% of all doctors have adopted an  
EMR in their practice. Electronic Facility Records are currently 
in that new adoption stage that EMRs once were. It is all of the 
data about your buildings and assets in one place. Instead of 
doctors managing the systems, it’s facility managers, which 
means it is your time to adopt and build the EFR for your  
facilities as we go through the coming years.

To understand this comparison more, to the right are  
common capabilities each system has, as well as the  
key benefits. To this extent, you can think of the EFR  
as your “health and medical” record for your buildings.

To carry this comparison further, both systems also get more 
valuable when they contain data from the early stages of life. 
Like people, buildings have starting points and the information 
and data from the planning, design and build stage are critical 
for decision making and forecasting when a building gets to 
the manage and maintain stage.
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Core Capabilities
Store patient  
demographics

Scheduling visits

Charting, documenting 
patient encounters

ePrescribe and/or  
medication management

Ordering lab and  
diagnostic imaging tests

Clinical decision support

Patient billing

Store core building  
and asset data

Schedule PM’s

Documenting and  
noting work orders

Document issues  
with assets

Managing and viewing  
site surveys

Reporting on asset  
lifecycle and replace,  
repair, new decisions

Manage vendor costs

Improve quality of  
care for individual  
patients

Reduce the incidence of 
medical error, duplication of 
tests, and treatment delays.

Identify patients who are
due for routine health services 
such as mammograms or 
immunizations. 

Decrease billing processing 
time and create more 
accurate billing system.

Improve the quality of 
health and safety for  
building occupants

Reduce the cost, error and 
delays of wrong parts or 
undiagnosed issues

Identify and auto-
schedule routine 
maintenance on 
all of your assets

Decrease extraneous costs 
with vendors and inventory 
by better management of 
assets and parts

EMR EFR

Benefits
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The benefit to using this comparison is that it helps drive home the point in the  
purpose and functionality of an EFR and also the importance of data. Especially,  
data from the early stages of the building like:

n   Planning documents 
n   Drawings
n   Building specs 
n   Schematic design sets
n   Design development sets

Digitizing early stage building data that is most likely decades-old and stored away 
somewhere will go a long way in helping you understand, manage and maintain  
your building going forward.

Now that you have a better understanding of what an EFR is and why it is  
important, let’s look at how you get started at building the EFR system for  
your school district.
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EMR

EFR

Collecting EMR data from birth through childhood improves quality 
of life outcomes when the patient reaches adulthood.

Infant Child teen adult senior

Data captured in the Plan, Design, Build stages has value in the 
Manage phase to improve desicion making and daily operations.

PLAN DESIGN BUILD MANAGE

n   Construction document sets
n   Submittals
n   Commissioning data
n   As Builts

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT LIFECYCLE COMPARISON

SECTION 1 EFR VS. EMR
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The first step in creating an EFR system at your district is to collect  
all of your existing data and documentation.

In many cases, this also means doing site surveys for your assets and converting hard copy documents into digital files.  
Data harvesting is easily the most labor and time intensive step in the EFR process, but it’s critically important. A good tip to  
remember when embarking on data harvesting is to start with the end in mind. Think of the project specifications and close  
out tasks you need to complete when you have a facility project. This also includes the budgetary side of things. Oftentimes,  
you will need input from business officials to provide you with original cost information. It’s important to draw the line in  
terms of information and data that will be useful and necessary and the minutia data that you will most likely never use  
or look at. This will help you develop the scope of data you want to collect.
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DATA HARVESTING
FINDING AND DIGITIZING YOUR FACILITY DOCUMENTS AND DRAWING

SECTION 2 COLLECT
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A good place to start is collecting all of the existing facility and 
asset data that you have in digital formats. We have found that 
most facility managers do not track assets in a standard way, 
and instead it tends to be scattered around several places and 
people with no overall organization and standardization. Maybe 
you have some information stored on a local computer, a Google 
drive, and some thumb drives. Take some time to scour your 
digital sources to see what might be hiding out there. 

For standardization, there are also helpful resources, like 
www.efrstandard.org, that can provide zip folder structures that 
can be downloaded and pre-set for easy import and data import 

spreadsheets for you to upload bulk data that can be consumed 
into a system - this is great for tracking iPads, Chromebooks, 
vehicles, equipment, etc. After identifying all of your existing 
digital data, you will need a single place to hold and organize 
it. A key component of an EFR Management System is having 
a secure, online storage portal that will help you organize, 
standardize and store your facility and asset information. There 
are solutions out there that help you make sense of your existing 
data and help give it order. We touch on this in more detail later. 
Once you get your existing digital data in place, it’s time to move 
to your hard copy documents and drawings.

EXISTING DOCUMENTATION
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The next step may seem a bit daunting. If you are like most 
districts, you have a facility records room filled with filing 
cabinets, drawings and boxes of documentation. There is 
valuable information living in those hard copy documents that 
will be important to digitize so that you will have easy access 
to that information. Remember, keep the end in mind and 
think of the time you will save to never have to dig through 
filing cabinets again. A good place to start is to begin sorting 
through your hard copies and organizing them into piles- the 
toss pile and the keep pile. In the keep pile start to organize  
by building or system. 

Up to date information takes precedence over outdated 
information, however it will be important to keep old drawings 
for reference. If your old documentation is not up to standards 
or is out of date/inaccurate, sometimes the best bet is to start 
clean. Obtain clean, up-to-date base files and start fresh with 
verified survey data. The old as-builts still have value and

can be scanned and stored for record keeping, but are often 
not relevant and the priority in the beginning is to pull all  
as-built, and physical data into one place that is the most up to 
date. Typically, as-builts are only portions of the building with 
little continuity. We recommend scanning the documents as 
PDFs so that you can easily link the PDF files to asset records 
later on. Often storage is at a premium, every square foot 
in the building is valuable. After historic documentation is 
scanned in and loaded into the system these hard files can be 
discarded, freeing up important space, another added benefit 
of going fully digital.

The other big component is the labor involved. If you have  
a budget, outsourcing scanning services could be a possibility. 
If you are like most districts, your budget is probably tight and 
outsourcing scanning may not be an option. We recommend 
finding a clerical person that can do the organizing and 
scanning over time, bit by bit.

Digital

Hard-copy
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Often districts do not have the time to self-perform site 
surveys and this is a great place to partner with an outside 
service to come in and set up the backbone of your site 
drawings.  It’s also an opportunity to train for best practices 
moving forward for your district in case you do want to self 
perform in the future. In our experience, the survey process 
(especially for larger districts) is a fairly large undertaking and 
takes time. Facility managers need to prepare themselves that 
this may take several rounds and/or years to data harvest, 
depending on the level of detail they want to achieve with  
their asset capture. 

At the outset, it’s important to level-set before data collection 
to understand what is required. A series of meetings is 
typically needed to figure out what is most important to track. 
Every facility manager is unique in terms of what is important 
to them- down to the way they name assets, the assets that 
are most important to them, the limitations and priorities. 
This is critical to communicate with an outside partner in 
order to ensure a quality deliverable. A walk and talk session 
through your buildings is a great way to achieve this. We also 
recommend setting up interviews between your facility staff 
and the survey team. This knowledge transfer will ensure that 

future asset care will be more consistent and uncover quirks 
on assets that are not documented anywhere. More to come 
on that.

At the time of kick off, be sure to meet and review any hidden 
spaces or assets that may not be discovered during the 
standard survey process. After that, allow the survey service 
to start, making sure they are capturing (at minimum) make, 
model, serial numbers and photos. The end output should be 
dynamic and digital floor plans that have all of the assets you 
want annotated on them, along with the asset information 
they collected when you click on an asset symbol. The data 
from these floor plans will flow into other parts of your EFR 
ecosystem, helping you log issues, perform PM’s and plan 
replacements down the road.

Finally, you may be equipped with the resources and know-
how to perform site surveys in-house. We recommend that 
you have the right EFR technology in place to help support 
your survey and data collection. There are resources available 
that have  helpful information, tools and tips for doing  
surveys yourself. We recommend that you start with  
www.efrstandard.org as a launching point.

EXISTING DOCUMENTATION CONT.

SECTION 2 COLLECT

Site Surveys
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The value of interviews: 
For your buildings and assets

No one knows your buildings better than your 
people. By sitting down and interviewing them, 
you will uncover information that is not written 
down or readily available anywhere else. Often 
there are rooms and areas that are not easily 
identified on the drawings that have assets 
in them. In some cases, not even the Facility 
Manager is aware. But, your team is. Maybe it’s 
a sump pump below the subfloor, an electrical 
panel hidden in a classroom closet, external 
tanks, or external grease traps. Whatever the 
case, by interviewing the facility management 
team members, you will probably uncover 
some assets that you would have likely  
missed otherwise.

An important step further down the EFR 
process is the management of your assets.  
To this end, PM’s and Procedures are 
commonly held in the minds of your workers 
and often not on paper or documented 
anywhere. To ensure consistency of work 
being completed going forward, it’s vital to 
capture these and make sure the process is 
completed to the district standards. If your 
best worker left tomorrow, would your assets 
receive the same treatment by the rest of your 
team?  You are maximizing the life and value 
of your equipment when you have properly 
documented PM’s that can be completed 
consistently throughout the team.

The value of interviews: 
For you, the FM

From the perspective of the facility manager, 
you know your department can struggle  
when there is a lack of consistent information. 
It’s usually the tribal knowledge of some 
folks that aren’t shared with others that 
makes work difficult. By allowing your team 
to be interviewed, you will unlock that tribal 
knowledge and increase the consistency of 
work being done on your assets, regardless 
of who is doing it. You also won’t have team 
members bugging you for information or 
asking you where something is or how they 
should complete a task. 

Finally, and most importantly, when you 
properly set up PM’s and procedures, you 
create an audit trail on your work. You can be 
sure not only that your team is doing things the 
right way, but if someone asks when the last 
time a room was sanitized or when HVAC  
filters were changed, you can easily pull up  
the log and show it.
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TRIBAL KNOWLEDGE 
THE VALUE OF PERSONNEL INTERVIEWS
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TIPS 
ON GETTING YOUR 
TEAM TO OPEN UP

So how do you get 
your team to divulge 
their information if 
they feel threatened 
by giving up that 
knowledge? Especially 
if it’s with an outside 
services contractor. It 
starts with the facility 
manager building trust 
with their team. It’s 
important to show your 
team the big picture so 
that they understand 
that the purpose of 
the interviews isn’t to 
replace them, but to 
make everyone’s lives 
easier. We have seen 
firsthand teams open up 
when these interviews 
are framed as a tool for 
them. By providing lots 
of examples on how 
their lives will be better 
and jobs will be easier 
if things are better 
documented, workers 
will open up. And 
remember, it’s important 
to dig in and get specific! 
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UNCOVERING TRIBAL KNOWLEDGE MAKES YOUR STAFF’S LIVES EASIER
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WORK HISTORY
Knowing who worked on a  
piece of equipment last to  

ask questions

NOTES
For required tools

SAVE A TRIP
If you know a special  

ladder is required

PARTS
Knowing which filters/belts  
are required on a PM before  

getting there

EASY IDENTIFICATION
Referring to drawings and  
photos to locate the right  

piece of equipment
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Overview/Necessity

The physical assets—equipment, 
components and parts—that make up 
facility subsystems are at the core of 
the EFR concept. Data resident in an EFR 
becomes actionable when applied to 
an asset through improved procedures 
performed by staff/contractors and 
software-based automation (e.g. 
building controls). One of the most 
critical components of a functioning 
EFR system is having your facility data 
standardized across all of your systems. 
In layman’s terms, we are talking about 
the unique pieces of data that follow 
your asset types. There are a few 
different national standards that have 
been developed over decades - most 
notable are the MasterFormat standard, 
the UniFormat standard and NIBS 
COBie. These standards were developed 
to help facility, construction and A&E 
professionals speak a common
language when it came to building and 

asset specs. At a high level, UniFormat 
was created to be used for early 
stage organization of a project and 
MasterFormat was used to organize 
the specs around desired work results. 
Both standards gained popularity in the 
1950’s and 60’s. NIBS COBie is newer and 
more comprehensive, but very complex. 
As digital systems developed, data 
standards have become more important 
because they are capable of holding 
a tremendous amount of information 
per asset record (including national 
standards) and they are more capable 
of integrating with other systems when 
the data is congruent between them. 
These data standards are often not 
used throughout the entire lifecycle of a 
building and lack adoption at the facility 
technician level. When it comes to the 
actual resources performing work on 
the assets, these standards are not a 
focus or a priority. Finally, you will notice 
that the national standards are fairly 
rigid and static. As facility and asset 

technologies grow at a rapid pace, the 
standards have had trouble keeping up. 
So, while you see a ton of standard data 
for your boiler, you could see a lot less 
for your smartboards.

Because the current system of asset 
standardization is highly technical, 
segmented and rigid, there is a real need 
to create a practical standard for the 
21st century. That is why we developed 
the EFR Standard Asset Information 
Exchange which brings together these 
standards, as well as provide updates 
for newer technology. This is done in 
a user-friendly format to make it more 
accessible for technicians to give them 
the information they need to manage 
facility systems. This also paves the 
way for a common standard of data 
portability between all facility systems, 
no matter the vendor or system,  
going forward. 
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DATA STANDARDS 
ASSET INFORMATION EXCHANGE

SECTION 3 DIGITIZE
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EFR Standard Asset Information Format

The goal of the EFR Standard Asset Information Exchange is 
to provide a universal standard to assets, regardless of the 
state of your existing information! It is a simplified version 
of the standards and is more user friendly. It has a place to 
hold UniFormat and MasterFormat data for any unique asset, 
while expanding it to include more. This means you can still 
hold and reference those national standards for your assets, 
while making your asset data much more flexible, useful and 
accessible to other systems and parties that do not use the 
same format. 

The types of asset information that are relevant to facility 
professionals fall into one of two categories - 
discrete data and graphical data.

n   Discrete data (i.e. alpha-numeric characters) is data that 
can be entered in a spreadsheet or database such as text, 
model and serial numbers, costs, warranty expiration 
dates, etc.

n   Graphical data are visual representations such as floor 
plans, systems drawings, and photographs of assets.

Used together, both types of data can improve strategic 
decision making and facility operations via people and 
technology.
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Caption: With reference fields for MasterFormat and UniFormat, EFR Standard Asset Data is compatible with both 
national standards
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It’s imperative to think about your EFR systems of today and 
tomorrow as systems that will store, manage and update 
both types of data. As you think about your buildings, begin 
to imagine that you are creating a “digital twin” of your 
physical buildings through the use of discrete and graphical 
data. Making asset decisions or looking up asset information 
can be done virtually and more accurately when leveraging 
your digital twin because you have access to much more 
information on demand than you used to when you used 
manual methods. 

At a high level, EFR Standard Asset Data breaks asset 
information into three categories - Physical, Budget and 
Technical. Taken altogether, this data will allow you to make 
more holistic and smarter decisions on your assets.  
Here’s how it breaks down:

n   Physical: This data includes pieces of information like 
make, model and serial number. It is the reference data 
you need for warranties, replacements and parts for 
repairs.

n   Budget: This data helps you understand and build 
asset budgets and forecasts. It includes items like cost, 
replacement cost, warranty dates, useful life, etc. If you had 
this data on every asset and a budget planning tool that 
could take this data and start to automatically build and 
display 10 year budget plans, imagine how much easier  
it would be to forecast and budget.

n   Technical: This is data that is lacking from some of the 
older standards, but is really important for your techs that 
provide maintenance on your assets. It includes items  
like BTU, voltage, filters, fuel type, and dimensions.

As you can see, the value in EFR Standard Assset Data 
standards is that it moves older, static data that you are used 
to seeing, into actionable and useful data that your techs can 
use and your business officials can plan with.
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Examples of discrete (left) and graphics (right) data

Screenshot from a work order system that combines 
the physical, budget and technical asset information- 
giving a complete view of the asset
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As we move to a building ecosystem of the future, technology 
will continue to play a larger role. In fact, the convergence 
of IT and Facility professionals is happening now as building 
automation continues to proliferate. Facilities that have a 
long term plan for their facility and asset data records are 
positioned to be more successful. The EFR Asset data standard 
is positioned to be set up for that future. It’s a fluid standard 

that can change and grow with the times. It is also built for 
the way facility managers think and use data. Currently, the 
EFR data standard contains over 200 unique asset entries 
and is based on a crowd-sourced model so that new entries 
can come from users of the standard. EFR Standard Asset 
Information is open-sourced, meaning it belongs to everyone 
and over time will be flexible to integrate into any system. 
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Now that you have an understanding of the value for standardized data,  
let’s examine all of the elements that make up an EFR system.

First, we refer to the suite or bundle of applications that manage these elements as the Electronic Facility Records Management 
System or EFRMS. An EFRMS enables a facility manager to securely store electronic facility data, graphically connect asset data 
to facility drawings, document work performed on assets, plan and budget for future facility projects and updates, and aid in 
decision making through robust reporting. 

Your EFRMS will help you manage data, drawings, documents and dollars. All of this information combined together will help 
you with the final “D”, decisions. Facility managers that implement and use an EFRMS give themselves a chance to make better 
decisions,  more efficiently. 
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THE FIVE D’S OF EFR  
DATA, DRAWINGS, DOCUMENTS, DOLLARS AND DECISIONS

SECTION 3 DIGITIZE
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DATA
The first element of EFR is Data.  The asset records inside of 
your EFRMS are the data. This includes all of the discrete fields 
tied to an asset record (the physical, budget and technical 
information), any work orders or PM’s that are digitally logged 
against an asset and any cost and forecasting information. 
Also, think about the specs you need during a construction 
project. This is data that you will want to have captured in  
your system as well. It’s this data that allows you to be  
smarter about managing your systems and assets because  
EFR Management Systems can use this data to help you  
be proactive about managing your systems and assets.  
A cloud-based database of your records will become your 
source of truth for all of your electronic facility records. All 
of this data should come equipped with the ability to neatly 
organize this data by building, system, sub-system, etc. 

Finally, as we talked about in the last section, data portability 
is the key. Making sure your database integrates with 
other applications so that, for example, a tech can look up 
work history on an asset while performing a preventative 
maintenance task or you can quickly build replace/repair 
scenarios on assets based on physical and budget data, 
becomes incredibly valuable to the day to day management  
of your facilities.

DRAWINGS
As referenced in the Data Harvesting section, asset and site 
surveys are recommended as a key building block of an EFR 
system. It’s very important that facility managers take stock 
of where all of their assets are located using up to date floor 
plans. With a floor plan drawing tool, you can easily access 
your floor plans online and digitally stamp or annotate your 
assets directly onto the floor plan document. This gives you 
and your team a graphical representation of where your 
assets are located across your buildings and an easy way to 
update them, as assets are always changing. Next-gen drawing 
applications also allow you to annotate (arrows, shapes, call 

out boxes) key information for personnel to reference and link 
the discrete and graphical asset data made possible by the 
EFR Standard Asset Data into the asset stamps. Additionally, 
each asset stamp on your drawing will represent a distinct 
asset that, when clicked or tapped into, will also show history 
and work performed as it interacts with your work order 
application. A drawings application really brings to life your 
assets through graphical representation on your floor plans 
and allows you, the user, to see your assets virtually, without 
having to be physically present.

DOCUMENTS
The next element in an EFR system are documents. These are 
everything that is not in the database or a drawing. Think of 
them as “attachments” that you might find in your email. This 
includes things like warranties, manuals, disaster recovery 
plans, your building’s asbestos report, etc. It’s not data 
because systems can’t codify and report on the information 
that is contained in them. However, these are important pieces 
of information that you need to reference from time to time.  
For most, documents live everywhere - both digitally and 
physically in boxes and binders. There are EFR applications 
that are built to store these documents and neatly organize 
them by building, system, sub-system. You can also tag 
documents by keywords for easy retrieval. A well built-out 
EFR system needs to account for all of your facility and asset 
documents. When you have a space to put them and a way to 
organize them, access to any document you need is a snap. 
Think about the time savings that gives you and your staff the 
next time you need to find an owner’s manual or send  
an inspection report to a third party.
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n   Data Records
n   Work Order &  

PM History
n   AIEX
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DOLLARS
So far, our EFR system has been about storing and creating 
discrete, graphical and actionable information on your systems 
and assets. The next element in the EFR eco-system helps 
translate that data to assist you in planning and forecasting 
your facility budgets intelligently.  As we already noted, the 
EFR - Asset Types come standard with fields to capture lifetime 
value, purchase costs, replacement costs, and other financial 
data. To run your EFR system at a high level, it’s critically 
important to capture the dollar/financial data tied to every 
asset or system in the same way that you capture model and 
serial number of an asset. Combined with the work order data 
on your assets, the planning component of an EFRMS will very 
quickly help you get to spending decisions faster and more 
accurately. Managing the dollars on your facility systems and 
assets through an EFR planning tool can easily start to lay out 
purchase, replacement, and repair forecasts for your assets 
across all of your buildings over a period of multiple years. And 
all of that information will be at your fingertips,  
with the EFRMS crunching the numbers for you.

DECISIONS
The final element of an EFR are the decisions you can make 
when you have all of the above ingredients - data, drawings, 
document and dollars. With good stewardship of those 
elements, in keeping your records clean and up to date, you 
will unlock a 360 degree view of your buildings and assets, 
putting you at the control center of your facilities. Making 
better decisions about your facilities, systems and assets is  
at the heart of what EFR is all about.

DRAWINGS
n   Graphical Location  

of Assets
n   Up-to-Date Floorplans
n   Link to asset Records  

& Work History

DOCUMENTS
n   Warranties & Manuals
n   Plans & Reports
n   Centrally Organized  

& Stored

DOLLARS
n   Financial Data
n   Build Budgets
n   Buy, Replace, Repair

DECISIONS
n   Plan & Forecast
n   Day-to-day Workflow
n   360° View of facilities
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With an EFRMS in place, your reporting capabilities grow tremendously. Your  
facility’s digital twin now puts you in a place to make better decisions, forecast 
into the future and keep tabs on the day to day workings inside of your buildings.

It is your virtual control center and it will make you much more efficient than you are today. It’s critical for a next-gen facility 
manager to have a good grasp on the business side of things. This includes making important decisions on your systems’ life  
cycle that will impact business decisions down the road. Many facility managers rely on third party consultants to determine 
when to make critical facility infrastructure decisions, however more of those decisions can be made in house when an EFR  
system is in place. Here are a few examples of the types of financial, operational and purchasing decisions you can make  
when you have reporting that scales across your facility and asset data.
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BUILDING YOUR VIRTUAL CONTROL CENTER 
MAKING BETTER DECISIONS WHEN YOU HAVE THE DATA
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n   By using historical events, you can predict what will 
likely occur in the future and plan for budget impacts

n   Procure service contracts with specific objectives and 
quantities which should allow contractors to be more 
aggressive with your quotes

n   With aggregated information, bulk purchasing 
arrangements within and in conjunction with  
other districts can be considered

n   Staffing can be better allocated through more  
efficient scheduling of maintenance tasks

n   You will spend less time investigating issues and  
more time fixing them

n   Run what-if scenarios for future capital project

WHAT-IF 
SCENERIOS

FASTER 
RESOLUTION

STAFF
EFFICIENCIES

NEW
COLLABORATIONS

SMARTER 
PURCHASING

ACCURATE 
FORECASTING



INTRODUCTION TO
ELECTRONIC 
FACILITY RECORDS

Compliance with statutory regulations and reporting requirements with facility 
protocols is becoming more prevalent with school districts across the country, 
especially during and after the pandemic.

Because of this, having reliable reporting not only helps you make better decisions, it also helps you manage liability and risk. 
This, in itself, is extremely valuable for the next generation facility manager. Here are some real life examples of how reporting 
builds better compliance and record keeping.
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AUDIT TRAILS 
LIABILITY AND RISK MANAGEMENT THROUGH DIGITAL DOCUMENTATION

SECTION 4 REPORT

n   Proof that spaces were cleaned 
and sanitized. Not only keeping 
building occupants at bay, there 
will possibly be state required 
audits in the future. We see the 
paper charts on the doors often, 
rarely filled in/probably not kept 
for records. 

n   Accountability of staff that work 
orders are properly completed,  
by whom, and when.

n   Track your staff’s labor hours  
and efficiency. This helps keep 
staff on track without being  
a micromanager. 

n   Make sure your facilities do not 
fail important inspections 

       • Can cost additional for return trips
       •  Could cause fines/building closure 

if a major inspection is failed

n   Flooding due to failed pumps 
& tanks that are not regularly 
checked. Unchecked assets  
can get very costly. 

n   If a heating system fails in a 
portion of a building it can require 
a building shutdown.

n   Safety items - stage rigging, lifts, 
equipment inspections. These all 
need to be checked, logged and 
dated on a recurring basis.

n   Did a staff member move a fire-
extinguisher out of its proper 
location? This could go unnoticed 
if the proper inspections are not 
happening. It’s easy to miss/forget 
some of the harder to find ones 
without an EFR system in place.

n   Having to call a 3rd party for  
a repair/pump out rather than 
maintaining as you go. Adding 
PM protocols in your work order 
system for chemical treatments 
annually to grease traps is much 
more cost effective than this 
scenario.

n   In the event of a real emergency, if 
a life safety system fails questions 
will be asked. Logging inspections 
and PM’s is very important so that 
you have a trail to prove they 
were completed. 



INTRODUCTION TO
ELECTRONIC 
FACILITY RECORDS

Recently, Gordon Miller, Facility Director 
of Central Valley School District in New 
York was asked what he thought the 
biggest change in the industry would be 
over the next ten years. His answer:  
“I think you are going to see technology 
overlap with facilities, totally. Tech 
director and facility director are going 
towards the same role. Tech is going 
to drive facilities completely.” Some of 
the main advancements have come 
with IP (internet protocol) connected 
devices, commonly referred to as 
the “Internet of Things” or IoT. IoT is 
important because as more devices are 
connected and speaking to each other, 
your capabilities of managing buildings 
remotely increases. However, you also 
have a new tech skill set required to 
manage those devices. Electronic facility 
records become a shared responsibility 
and that database is equally important 
for IT and Facilities to track, update 
and log any work, parts, information, 

passwords, etc. that are required to keep 
everything running smoothly. “Building 
mechanics will be required to be system 
specialists,” remarks Joe Magliocca, 
Director Facilities at Elmira City School 
District, “Additionally, I think that IoT will 
improve our preventative maintenance 
and predictive maintenance practices. 
I envision IoT providing analytics about 
systems before critical failure occurs.”

Here are some of the examples we are 
already seeing today.
n   With the adoption of more and more 

IP connected devices,facility and IT 
departments are already working 
together to create a cohesive 
environment.

n   HVAC equipment is beginning to live 
on the IP network.

n   Often, facilities manage security 
systems. This used to be analog 

cameras and hardwired trigger 
relays to release doors/intercoms. 
Now that everything is migrating 
to IP connections, the roles and 
responsibilities become shared in 
some cases.

n   Facilities may be the one relocating 
“tech” assets, having them tracked 
on one platform allows for data to be 
easily kept up to date. These include 
things like smart boards, cameras 
and PCs.

There is often a divide that is found 
between IT and Facilities. In order to 
run buildings of the future, this divide 
will need to be broken down because 
of the advancement of IP connected 
equipment. Helping both sides 
understand what the other does and 
how it impacts their side of the business 
quickly helps everyone understand the 
importance of a unified approach. 19

INTERSECTION OF IT & FACILITIES

SECTION 5  FUTURE

Looking ahead, the future of facilities management and EFR adoption will create 
an overlap between the IT and Facility departments in most buildings. If it hasn’t 
started happening to you yet, it will soon.



INTRODUCTION TO
ELECTRONIC 
FACILITY RECORDS

An accurate Electronic Facility Records 
Management System (EFRMS) brings 
value to every AMEP and Technology 
building system at your facilities. It also 
helps you become a better manager and 
resource. Below are just a few of the 
business benefits and capabilities facility 
managers realize once an EFRMS is  
in place.  

n   Analyze data related to efficiency 
of staff, building costs by facility, 
asset type and specific instance  
of an asset.

n   Use historical data to see in to  
the future and proactively plan  
for outcomes vs reacting to events

n   Better budget and plan for future 
tasks and projects

n   Benchmark facility and staff 
performance against peer group

n   Improve information flow  
and communications with  
staff, management peers  
and administration

n   Hold vendors more accountable

n   Improve vendor efficiency on site 
with access to better information
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EXAMPLES OF FUTURE USE CASES

SECTION 5  FUTURE

Business Benefits

IT FACILITIES

IoT
n   Building Automation
n   Security Systems
n   Equipment

tracking tech 
assets



INTRODUCTION TO
ELECTRONIC 
FACILITY RECORDS

While the timely oversight of these facility systems has always been crucial to 
maintaining healthy buildings, it has become especially important during health 
pandemics. Here are a few example workflows using an Electronic Facility Records 
Management System (EFRMS). These EFR-enhanced workflows are applicable to work 
order requests completed via internal maintenance staff and external contractors
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SECTION 5  FUTURE

DAY TO DAY WORKFLOWS

WORKFLOW # 1
AMEP BUILDING SYSTEMS

1.  An electronic Work Order is received by a district 
maintenance technician to diagnose an issue with an  
Air Handling Unit (AHU) at one of the school buildings.

2.  The technician accesses EFR data about the AHU to 
check it’s exact location, make and model, and  
common replacement parts before leaving the office.

3.  The common parts are picked up from inventory  
and the technician proceeds to the school building  
(with a tablet in their toolkit).

4.  On the roof at the AHU, the technician takes a  
photo of the QR Code with the tablet to access a 
schematic drawing of the HVAC system of that building.

5.  Using the schematics and other EFR data, the  
technician is able to quickly diagnose and repair  
the issue using the replacement part picked up  
at the office

6.  The technician updates the electronic work order  
to a completed status and adds notes (including  
parts used) and a photo.

WORKFLOW # 2
IT SUPPORT TICKET

1.  An electronic IT support ticket is received by a district  
IT technician to diagnose an issue with a wireless access 
point in a portion of the school building. 

2.  The technician accesses the EFR data about the wireless 
network and connected access points to check their 
locations, make and model, and common replacement 
parts before leaving the office.

3.  The common parts are picked up from inventory  
and the technician proceeds to the school building  
(with a tablet in their toolkit).

4.  In the affected building area, the technician takes  
a photo of a QR code of the wireless network server 
to access IP addresses and other related data for  
the wireless access point.

5.  Using the schematics and other EFR data,  
the technician is able to quickly diagnose the 
problematic WAP, replace and test it.

6.  The technician updates the support ticket to a 
completed status and adds notes about the WAP, 
including serial number and date of installation.
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Here are additional examples of how an EFRMS can be used in your school  
buildings to improve operations based on collected and catalogued asset data.
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SECTION 5  FUTURE

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES 

Aggregated Data 
The final piece of the puzzle after school districts have implemented EFR Management Systems is the use of anonymized 
aggregated data that districts can report back to their local regions or states. This big data can help with advocacy for funding 
as well as better planning for funding on capital projects across your region. We have found that in some areas, local district 
funding and resource centers are eager to have more facility data on the districts they serve in their area. This can result in 
subsidies from them to purchase an EFRMS for your district. 
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